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Abstract: We report and characterize sub-kHz linewidth operation of an AlGaInP-based
VECSEL system suitable for addressing the narrow cooling transition of neutral strontium
atoms at 689 nm. When frequency-stabilized to a standard air-spaced Fabry-Perot cavity (finesse
1000) via the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique, it delivers output power >150mW in a
circularly-symmetric single transverse mode with low frequency and intensity noise. The
optical field was reconstructed from the frequency noise error signal via autocorrelation and the
Wiener-Khintchine theorem, leading to an estimated linewidth of (125± 2) Hz. Optical beat note
measurements were performed against a commercial locked laser system and a second, almost
identical, VECSEL system resulting in linewidths of 200Hz and 160Hz FWHM, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a VECSEL compatible with the
narrowest of lines (few hundred Hz) used for cooling and trapping atoms and ions.
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1. Introduction

Stable, high power, narrow linewidth, and tunable laser sources are crucial for a wide range of
applications in several scientific [1–3] and industrial fields [4–6]. In particular, they are required
for the development of quantum technologies based on cold atoms with transitions at optical
frequencies [7]. The lasers used in many of the current systems are based on extended cavity
diode lasers (ECDLs). These lasers require stabilization, if no atomic reference is available at
room temperature [8], to sophisticated and expensive reference cavities, with ultra-high stability
and finesse, to reduce the free-running linewidth from hundreds of kHz to Hz [9]. In this
case, a narrow full-width at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth may still not be indicative of
sufficient spectral purity, given the broad phase noise ‘pedestal’ typical of high gain, edge-emitting
semiconductor lasers, which have significant fast frequency noise [10]. Further, depending on
the required emission wavelength, these systems often do not provide sufficient optical power.
As a result, amplifiers [11], or injection lock schemes [12,13], need to be employed, particularly
if a nonlinear frequency conversion stage is also to be implemented. To improve the wavelength
coverage of the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum, due to the emergence of exotic
atomic species with narrow and clock transitions, different laser technologies have been explored
but present similar limitations in power or on the required stabilization system [14,15].
In this context VECSELs [16], also known as semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs), have

demonstrated great potential due to their spectral flexibility (from UV to IR), power scaling, high
beam quality and brightness, and suitability for low noise single frequency operation [17,18]. The
vertical format allows the quantum wells to be positioned with nm-scale accuracy with respect to
the anti-nodes of the optical field (known as resonant periodic gain [19]), such that hole-burning
is avoided and ring-cavity oscillation is not required for stable single frequency operation [20].
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Potential for miniaturization is another attractive feature as these lasers are compact, with any
frequency conversion and filtering performed intracavity, and the low-divergence circularly-
symmetric, single transverse mode output beam enables fiber-coupling with very low loss. Indeed,
while these are typically optically-pumped lasers (electrically-injected VECSELs are, to date,
only available within a limited wavelength range; see e.g [21].), the addition of a compact
diode pump unit can be offset against the external amplifiers, frequency-conversion stages and
associated beam-shaping optics required to approach the same performance with an ECDL, even
before the addition of frequency stabilization instrumentation. The combination of high output
power, very high finesse resonators, and very low spontaneous emission factor for these lasers
means that the fundamental limit to the laser linewidth, known as the Schawlow-Townes-Henry
limit [22,23], is as low as mHz for VECSELs, compared with a few tens of kHz for a typical
ECDL [24]. Further, due to the high ratio of photon lifetime (>30 ns) to gain lifetime (few
ns), relaxation oscillations are completely damped, in contrast to both solid-state lasers (> µs
gain lifetime) and ECDLs (typically < ns photon lifetime). Low intensity and frequency noise
operation of VECSELs, down to a few kHz, have been achieved over timescales of the order of
1s [17,18,25], but sub-kHz or lower linewidths, such as those required for narrow atom cooling
and clock transitions, have yet to be reported.

In this paper we report frequency stabilization of an AlGaInP-based VECSEL locked, via the
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [26,27], to a standard commercial air-spaced Fabry-Perot
cavity, achieving <200Hz linewidth with output powers >150mW. The frequency noise was first
characterized by calculating the RMS noise and power spectral density (PSD) as a function of
Fourier frequency from the residual error signal of the locking system. From the PSD, the spectral
shape of the optical field can be reconstructed via auto-correlation and the Wiener-Khintchine
theorem so that the linewidth can be estimated [28]. This result is validated by performing optical
beat note measurements against both another VECSEL system locked to the same reference cavity
via the side-of-fringe technique [17], and a commercial ECDL system locked to an ultra-stable
cavity stabilized in a vacuum chamber. The emission wavelength can be tuned from 685 to
693 nm, suitable for use as part of Strontium cold atoms experiments; specifically, for targeting
the second-stage cooling transition used for Strontium magneto-optical traps: 689.4488968 nm
(transition linewidth= 7.6 kHz) [29–31].

2. VECSEL multi-quantum well gain structure and laser performance

The VECSEL gain structure used to achieve narrow linewidth operation is similar to those reported
previously by our group [32,33]. The first component of the structure, grown on a GaAs substrate,
is a semiconductor mirror (distributed Bragg reflector) composed of AlGaAs/AlAs layers with
high-reflectivity at 690 nm. The active region consists of 10 pairs of compressively-strained
GaInP quantum wells (QWs) positioned at the optical field anti-nodes for resonant periodic gain
[see Fig. 1(a)], with lattice-matched AlGaInP barriers and tensile-strained compensation layers
at the field nodes (see e.g [16].). The structure is designed to be optically-pumped at green
wavelengths with emission wavelength ∼689 nm.

A 4× 4 mm2 chip was cleaved, capillary bonded with deionized water to a 4-mm-diameter,
500-µm-thick diamond heat spreader, before being clamped to a brass mount kept at 18°C via
thermo-electric cooling. The 10-cm-long laser cavity is completed by a 2% transmission plano-
concave output coupler (OC) with minimized bulk (Ø= 6mm, thickness= 3mm, mass= 2 g and
RoC= -100mm), mounted via epoxy on a ring actuator piezoelectric transducer (PZT; P-010.00H
from Physik Instrumente) for active frequency stabilization. The PZT was in turn secured
with epoxy to a commercial mirror mount. Intracavity, a 6-mm-thick quartz plate is placed at
Brewster’s angle to be used as a birefringent filter (BRF) for wavelength tuning, [see top left
corner of Fig. 1(b)]. In order to reduce the impact of any mechanical, acoustic and thermal
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the VECSEL gain structure, and (b) laser cavity and frequency
stabilization system. Highlighted at the top left corner is the two-mirror laser cavity with
a total length of 10 cm, formed by the semiconductor gain mirror and a 2% transmission,
plano-concave output coupler (OC). The laser linewidth is reduced by implementing active
frequency stabilization via the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique. A fraction of the output
laser beam (∼10%) is picked off by a beam splitter, phase-modulated by an electro-optic
modulator (EOM), and coupled to a moderately-high-finesse reference cavity (confocal
Fabry-Perot, finesse= 1000 and free spectral range= 300MHz). The reflected spectrum is
captured by a fast-photodetector (FPD) to create an error signal which is sent back to the laser
cavity via a piezo electric transducer (PZT) on which the OC is mounted. DBR: distributed
Bragg reflector; RPG: resonant periodic gain; QW: quantum wells; BRF: birefringent filter;
HWP: half-wave plate; QWP: quarter-wave plate; OI: optical isolator; PhS: phase shifter;
RFO: radio frequency oscillator; LPF: low-pass filter; HVA: high-voltage amplifier.

fluctuations in the laser performance, the optical system is built inside an optical enclosure on a
breadboard with passive vibration isolation on a standard floating optical table.

Laser oscillation is achieved by optically-pumping the gain structure with a compact, commer-
cial semiconductor laser system at 532 nm (with power up to 5 W) in a 90-µm-diameter focal
spot. The VECSEL emission wavelength is tuned to the correct value with sub-pm precision by
using both the intracavity BRF and small changes to the sample temperature [33]. The former
provides coarse tunability in steps of 200 pm when rotated in its axis, related to the free spectral
range of the heat spreader; the latter allows fine, continuous tuning of the wavelength within the
free spectral range of the BRF (30 pm). Finally, single frequency operation is achieved by careful
optimization of the cavity for single mode oscillation. Figure 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) summarize our
red VECSEL system performance.

As expected the VECSEL system delivers high brightness in multi-mode operation, reaching
0.5 W (slope efficiency of 19.6% and conversion efficiency of 14%) when the intracavity filter is
absent. Tunable single frequency operation with high output power is achieved by introducing
the BRF, carefully aligning the laser cavity and optimizing its length. In common with other
single-mode VECSELs (see e.g [18].), the output beam quality is excellent, suitable for efficient
fiber-coupling. In this regime, slope efficiency of 15.5% with threshold of 1.0 W is measured,
with thermal rollover above 2.7 W of absorbed optical pump power. For the measurements
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Fig. 2. (a)VECSEL system power transfer measurements with (single frequency, red circles)
and without (green squares) an intracavity birefringent filter (BRF). Inset: VECSEL beam
profile for single frequency operation at 170mW output power (2.3 W pump), measured
10 cm after the output coupler. (b) Output wavelength tunability curve for 2.3 W pump
power, achieved by rotating the BRF in its axis. The emission can be tuned between 686 and
695 nm. Green dotted line (vertical): wavelength of the narrow second cooling transition of
88Sr (1S0 - 3P1).

presented hereafter, the pump power is reduced to 2.3 W so that the VECSEL sample temperature
can be used to tune the emission wavelength without compromising the performance of the
temperature controller and thermo-electric cooler via overloading (Imax = 2 A, Pmax = 12W). At
this optical pump power, the emission wavelength can be tuned with output power greater than
90mW between 686 and 695 nm by rotating the BRF. At the wavelength required for second
stage cooling of neutral strontium, 689.4 nm, powers up to 170mW are measured.
On the same breadboard, the frequency stabilization system for the Pound-Drever-Hall

technique is assembled [see Fig. 1(b)] to suppress external noise influences and reduce the
laser linewidth towards the second Strontium cooling transition requirement. First, the output
laser beam is collimated to a diameter of 1.5mm before passing through an optical isolator
with manufacturer-specified isolation of ∼30 dB at 689 nm. A half-wave plate and polarizing
beam-splitter cube are used to pick off a small fraction of the power (∼10%) for the stabilization
set-up such that the majority of the power (>120mW) is available to send directly to the cold
atoms experiment. The pick-off beam is phase modulated (frequency modulation of 74MHz and
RF power <20 dBm) by an electro-optical modulator (EOM) and coupled to a moderately-high-
finesse, air-spaced, confocal Fabry-Perot cavity (finesse= 1000, free spectral range= 300MHz).
The transmitted spectrum is used to monitor the laser performance and the reflection is captured
by a fast-photodetector to create an error signal that is delivered to the PZT, on which the laser
OC is mounted, via a servo controller and a high voltage amplifier, closing the feedback loop. To
characterize the correction bandwidth we applied a sinusoidal signal to the PZT and measured
the frequency-dependent output to produce a transfer function [34]. The combination of a PZT
with a low size and weight output coupler results in a high correction bandwidth of 30 kHz with
a total excursion of 5 µm.

3. Frequency and intensity noise analysis

When the PDH frequency stabilization is switched on (frequency discriminator = 210V/MHz),
the laser remains locked to the reference cavity for several 10s of minutes limited by thermal
drifts of the laser and reference cavity (estimated to be <10 kHz/min, limited by the resolution of
our wavemeter), and residual mechanical noise. The servo controller gain and local oscillator
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amplitude modulation are kept at minimum values so that high frequency noise presents a
negligible contribution to the laser linewidth [35].
The VECSEL frequency noise performance and linewidth is first characterized by recording

the residual (AC) error signal from the servo controller over a range of acquisition times, from 10
µs to 1000 s, limited by the detector speed and oscilloscope memory respectively. The RMS noise
did not vary significantly over this range of acquisition times, remaining around (330± 30) Hz
[see inset Fig. 4(b)]. The power spectral density (PSD), Sν(f) (see Fig. 3), which was calculated
via the method presented in [36], presents a noise floor reduction >50 dB at a few Hz when the
active stabilization is switched on. The majority of the frequency noise in the stabilized PSD
(75%) is concentrated at frequencies above 100 kHz. In this region, peaks are related to noise
originating in the feedback loop and pump laser intensity noise. The noise band below 1 kHz
contributes another 5% of pure mechanical and thermal noise, with peaks at 50 and 150Hz
related to the mains electricity frequency and harmonics. Finally, the 1-100 kHz band, which
contributes 20%, presents a broad resonance at 7 kHz which represent mechanical modes of the
VECSEL, BRF, and output coupler mounts. It also includes noise transferred to the VECSEL by
the pump laser system that is not filtered out by the external laser cavity (acting as a low-pass
filter with finesse= 300 and cutoff-frequency= 2.4MHz); this contributes to the noise floor and
leads to peaks around and above 20 kHz. Figure 3 also shows the β-separation line, defined
as Sβ(f) = 8(ln2)f/π2 [28], where f is Fourier frequency, which divides the frequency noise
PSD graph into two regions: the first, delimited by Sβ(f)<Sν(f) directly affects the central part
(Gaussian) of the laser line shape resulting in changes to the linewidth; the second, defined by
Sβ(f)>Sν(f), represents frequency fluctuations too fast to affect the laser linewidth, contributing
only to the wings of the line shape (Lorentzian). The linewidth of the laser can thus be estimated
via δ∆vFWHM �

√
8 ln 2A, where A is the area under the frequency noise power spectral density

curve for frequencies exceeding the separation line. We thus estimate a linewidth of 150 kHz for
the free-running laser. For the locked laser, however, sufficient acquisition time must be used
to avoid under-sampling at low frequencies, depending on where the β-separation line divides
the spectrum. Figure 4(a) shows the calculated power spectral density at low frequencies for an
acquisition time of 100 s. This results in an estimated linewidth of 112Hz for the locked laser.

Fig. 3. Calculated power spectral density (PSD) from the residual error signal recorded over
2s. Noise reduction of >50 dB is observed when active frequency stabilization is switched
on.

Alternatively, the laser linewidth can be estimated by reconstructing the shape of the optical
field via auto-correlation and the Wiener-Khintchine theorem. This technique is used to estimate
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Fig. 4. Linewidth estimate for the locked VECSEL system. (a) Frequency noise power
spectral density (PSD) calculated for an acquisition time of 100 s. (b) Power spectral
density of the optical field reconstructed via autocorrelation and the Wiener-Khintchine
theorem from the spectrum for the locked laser presented in (a). A linewidth of (125± 2)
Hz was estimated from the Gaussian fit. Inset: RMS noise for a range of acquisition times
together with the linewidths estimated via Gaussian fits of the optical fields reconstructed
via autocorrelation and the Wiener-Khintchine theorem.

laser linewidth relative to a suitable reference when no other laser is available or where a
self-heterodyne measurement is impractical [28,37,38]. A linewidth of (125± 2) Hz is estimated
[see Fig. 4(b)] for the central (or Gaussian) part of the emission spectrum for acquisition times of
100 s and up to 1000 s, limited by the memory of our oscilloscope (see inset).

Figure 5 shows the measured relative intensity noise (RIN) of the VECSEL and pump system.
The pump laser curve presents peaks only at frequencies above 15 kHz. These peaks, which are
transferred from the pump to the free running VECSEL, and also contribute to the frequency
noise [39], are removed with the active frequency stabilization. The RIN curve for the VECSEL
system shows that the majority of the noise peaks are below 1 kHz (dominant peak around
200Hz), which highlights the mechanical and thermal nature of the intensity noise in our system.
Intensity noise in this region can be further reduced by improving the overall laser cavity stability,
which is currently based on standard commercial, free-space optical mounts. The measured
VECSEL RIN reaches values as low as -153 dBc/Hz, approaching the shot noise limit (-160
dBc/Hz).
In order to validate the linewidth and stability results presented above, optical beat note

measurements were performed. Initial measurements were performed using a commercial ECDL
system with tapered amplifier, locked to an ultra-stable and ultra-high-finesse cavity 102MHz
away from the VECSEL emission. The finesse achieved with this cavity was 300k (FSR 1.5GHz),
and it was kept in a temperature-stabilized vacuum chamber to reduce thermal and mechanical
noise, achieving a linewidth of 1Hz (FWHM). Up to 160mW output power is available before
fiber-coupling. The beat note peak with this stabilized output and the VECSEL was recorded in a
spectrum analyzer, resulting in a FWHM of (200± 2) Hz [41] [see Fig. 6(b)]. Here, the lasers
were located in different laboratories with the ECDL coupled via optical fiber, which is likely to
have led to broadening of the beat note from additional mechanical and thermal noise, unrelated
to the laser performance. For a more complete performance analysis over longer acquisition
times, a second VECSEL system (with an almost identical design to that presented above)
was built and locked to the same reference cavity as the first VECSEL via the side-of-fringe
technique. The lasers were locked to different TEM modes of the cavity (00 and 01), separated
by 140MHz. The second VECSEL, when compared to the one locked via PDH, presents higher
intensity and amplitude noise but similar frequency noise, with a slightly broader linewidth of
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Fig. 5. Relative intensity noise graphs for the pump laser; the free-running VECSEL; and
for the locked VECSEL system, measured with a detector bandwidth of 150 kHz. The most
dominant peaks (f< 1 kHz) are related to thermal and mechanical noise. Pump intensity
noise (f> 20 kHz) is transmitted to the free-running VECSEL output.

(155± 2) Hz for acquisition time of 100 s, calculated via the same Wiener-Khintchine method.
As expected, its stability performance depends strongly on environmental noise, being limited
to acquisition ranges < 500 s. The overlapped beams were captured over a given acquisition
time by a fast photodetector, and the generated RF signal was simultaneously measured by
an electronic spectrum analyzer and an oscilloscope. Figure 6(a) shows the beat note peak at
140MHz with a full-width at half-maximum (-3 dB) of (160± 5) Hz (RBW= 10Hz, sweep time
10 s, 100 measurements averaged); very close to the expected limit set by the laser with the
broadest linewidth. Some side peaks, suppressed by a factor of >25 dB, are present around the
beat note and are the result of a residual low frequency modulation originating in the servo
controller electronics used for frequency-stabilizing the breadboard VECSEL system. This beat

Fig. 6. Optical beat note measurement performed against (a) another VECSEL system
locked to a different mode of the same reference cavity via the side-of-fringe technique
(sweep time: 10 s; 100 measurements averaged), and (b) a commercial system locked to
an ultra-stable, ultra-high-finesse cavity via the Pound-Drever-Hall technique (sweep time:
0.5 s; 10 measurements averaged). Linewidths, obtained via Voigt fits to the data [40], are
(160± 5) Hz and (200± 2) Hz, respectively, at -3 dB (FWHM). RBW: resolution bandwidth
of the spectrum analyzer used in each case.
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note measurement again supports the sub-kHz performance; however, it should be noted that
the common reference cavity may result in frequency and phase noise correlations and common
mode rejection which can lead to an underestimate of the linewidths of the lasers. Nevertheless,
the PSD analysis and the upper limit for the beat note with the ultra-stable ECDL system provide
evidence that this is not the case here.

4. Discussion

The 125-Hz-linewidth performance presented here is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
demonstration of a VECSEL system compatible with the narrowest of transition lines used for
trapping atoms and ions, representing at least an order of magnitude improvement over linewidths
previously reported for such laser systems [42,43]. When compared to other actively-frequency-
stabilized laser technologies, such as diode and fiber lasers, the frequency noise spectrum of the
VECSEL system presented here is also composed mainly of white and flicker noise but at reduced
levels with lower contribution of the mechanical instabilities and intensity noise components
typical of such systems [39], notwithstanding our choice of an air-spaced Fabry-Perot cavity as a
frequency reference. In fact, current research and development of ECDL-based systems at this
wavelength is focused on increasing the passive-stability of the mounts [44], the reduction of the
overall size and number of components of the system [45], and locking to references with higher
stability such as frequency combs [46] and state-of-art ultra-stable cavities [47]. Indeed, the
capability to achieve such results with a reference of only moderate finesse is important to reduce
costs and improve the portability of ultra-low noise, ultra-stable laser systems and is enabled
by the intrinsic low noise and high brightness of the VECSEL technology. While this system
is currently pumped at green wavelengths, the gain structure can be adjusted for pumping with
high power blue diodes [48,49], now widely available at low cost, with the added advantage
of pump intensity stabilization via modulation of the current (VECSELs, as broadband, planar
absorbers, are insensitive to the wavelength, linewidth, frequency noise, or spatial brightness
of the pump). Further, we see no reason why this performance could not be readily translated
to any other wavelength within the broad range available to VECSELs systems, i.e. from the
ultraviolet to the mid-infrared via a combination of semiconductor bandgap engineering and
second harmonic generation achieved within the same, stabilized cavity (see e.g [33].). The
fundamental, or Schawlow-Townes-Henry, limit for an AlGaInP VECSEL is expected to be
10−4 Hz (calculated following [50]), orders of magnitude lower than any other semiconductor
laser technology. Finally, the high brightness fundamental emission at 689 nm represents a
significant gain in optical power in comparison to ECDL systems commonly used in Strontium
cold atoms experiments (see e.g [46,51].), which require external amplification systems to achieve
comparable power.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated and characterized sub-kHz-linewidth, single-frequency operation of a
VECSEL system locked to a commercial air-spaced Fabry-Perot cavity via the Pound-Drever-
Hall technique. The emission wavelength is centered at 689 nm with multi-100mW output
power. The narrow laser linewidth was first estimated by calculating the geometrical area of
the frequency noise power spectral density with high modulation (or above the β-separation
line) [28]. The second method used the autocorrelation function and the Wiener-Khintchine
theorem to reconstruct the central part (Gaussian) of the shape of the optical field. These methods
resulted in estimated linewidths of 112 and (125± 2) Hz, respectively. Finally, optical beat note
measurements against a second VECSEL system locked to a different mode of the same reference
cavity, and a commercial tapered-amplified ECDL system locked to an ultra-stable, ultra-high-
finesse cavity were performed, resulting in beat note linewidths of (160± 5) Hz and (200± 2)
Hz, respectively. A full frequency and intensity noise characterization was also presented
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highlighting the influence of pure and thermally-induced mechanical noises in our setup. As this
laser was built using standard moveable air-spaced optical mounts, these noise contributions can
be significantly reduced via engineering a custom, rigid laser enclosure. Thus the free running
and locked laser linewidth can be pushed further towards the Schawlow-Townes-Henry limit,
predicted to be ∼1 mHz for this laser technology. With the performance presented above, the
VECSEL system can be used as part of a neutral Strontium magneto-optical trap setup targeting
the narrow second cooling transition, offering a significant brightness improvement over the
current ECDL lasers at these wavelengths, and enabling the development of portable optical
clocks for quantum technologies.
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